Terms & Conditions
By submitting an entry, the participant agrees to the following terms and conditions:
1) The “What’s Your Toy Story?” campaign will run from 1 June 2019 for a limited time only and is
open to participants residing in Singapore. The National Heritage Board (“NHB”) reserves the right
to determine the campaign duration, which will be updated on bit.ly/NMSFamilyFun. All entries
must be submitted in the submission box at the Visitor Services counter of the National Museum
of Singapore within the campaign duration.
2) The toy described in the entry must be owned by the participant, be in the participant’s possession
and be in fair condition for display. The participant must be willing to loan the toy to NHB for
display at the National Museum of Singapore for a minimum display period of two months.
3) NHB may require the participant to bring the toy to the National Museum of Singapore, for the
purposes of assessing the condition of the toy and suitability for display.
4) If the submitted toy is selected for display, NHB may display the toy in such a manner as it deems
fit. The participant agrees:
(a) to be publicly acknowledged by name in the display label and other campaign-related publicity
efforts, and NHB shall include the following credit line or as may otherwise be agreed in
writing between the parties:
“This toy is contributed by <insert name> as part of the “What’s Your Toy Story” campaign.”
(b) that NHB may use or publish any part of the participant’s entry in the display label and other
campaign-related publicity efforts.
5) NHB and the participant may agree to an extension of the display period via written agreement at
least 14 days before the expiry of the original display period.
6) The participant shall make all necessary arrangements for delivery of the toy to the National
Museum of Singapore, whether for assessment (if required) and/or on confirmation and selection
by NHB for display, and collection of the toy at the end of the display period, on such dates/timings
to be arranged with NHB.
7) NHB shall give the toy the same care it gives comparable property of its own and shall take
reasonable precautions to safeguard the toy.
8) NHB shall not perform any repair or restoration works on the toy without the prior written consent
of the participant. It is understood and agreed that all tangible objects are subject to gradual
inherent deterioration for which neither party is responsible.
9) If any loss or damage to the toy occurs when the toy is in NHB’s possession, NHB shall promptly
report the same to the participant by telephone and letter or email (with an image of the damaged
toy in the case of damage) regardless of who is responsible for the loss or damage.
10) The participant shall indemnify NHB and hold NHB harmless from and against all loss, claims,
damages, liabilities, costs and expenses arising out of or in connection with the participant’s
participation in this campaign.

11) The participant agrees that NHB may film, photograph or reproduce the toy in any form or medium
for any purposes of NHB.
12) Participation in this campaign assumes all consent is provided for any media or publicity related to
the participant or this campaign. The participant also agrees that NHB may collect, use and disclose
any personal data provided by the participant in the entry, for the purposes of administering the
campaign, including any related publicity efforts.
13) Any submission that NHB deems, in its sole discretion, to fail to comply with these terms and
conditions, will be disqualified. NHB also reserves the right to disqualify any entry that is
discriminatory, offensive or contains otherwise objectionable or inappropriate content.
14) All decisions by NHB are final and no correspondence will be entertained.
15) NHB reserves the right to amend these terms and conditions and/or revise, cancel, suspend or
modify the campaign at its sole discretion at any time.
16) These terms and conditions shall be governed by the laws of Singapore. Apart from NHB and the
participant, no other parties shall have any rights under the Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act
(Cap. 35B) to enforce any of these terms and conditions.

